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ScienceDirect
Increasingly, ‘co-design’ is a key concept and approach in

global change and sustainability research, in the scholarship

on science–policy interactions, and an expressed

expectation in research programs and initiatives. This paper

situates co-design and then synthesizes insights from real-life

experiences of co-developing research projects in this

Special Issue. It highlights common co-design elements

(parameters and considerations of co-design and purpose-

driven engagement activities); discusses challenges

experienced in co-design and then emphasizes a range of

rarely articulated benefits of co-design for both researchers,

societal partners and the work they aim to do together. The

paper summarizes some of the knowledge gains on social

transformation to sustainability from the co-design phase and

concludes that co-design as a process is an agent of

transformation itself.
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Introduction
‘Co-design’ is rapidly becoming a key concept and ap-

proach in research on global change and sustainability and

in the scholarship on science–policy interactions, but also

an expressed expectation in various research programs

like the Transformations to Sustainability Programme of

the International Social Science Council and global re-

search initiatives like Future Earth [1�,2–5,6�]. Going

only slightly beneath this observation, it becomes appar-

ent that contributors to these arenas do not necessarily
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mean the same thing by ‘co-design,’ with interpretations

ranging from any form of engagement between scientists

and non-scientists, to loose equations of co-design with

‘co-production of knowledge’ or ‘transdisciplinarity’, to

the more specific set of activities used to jointly develop

projects and products, and define research questions

[1�,7�,8–11]. This range of interpretations is also reflected

in the contributions to this Special Issue (SI).

A simple Web of Science search reveals that ‘co-design’

enjoys popularity in at least five rather separate spheres

(Figure 1), even though there are some overlaps between

these bodies of literature, and the fundamental motiva-

tion to engage beneficiaries in the process of developing

that which is meant to benefit them runs across them all.

The five arenas include:

� the above mentioned usage of co-design in the context

of knowledge production to foster knowledge exchange,

sharing, and greater salience and legitimacy of research

[12–15];

� a body of work that is concerned with the co-design of

services, which variably aims at greater quality,

efficiency, compliance, and sometimes greater trust

between service providers and users (e.g. social or

human health services) [16–18];

� an arena for collaborative work in the context of design
to increase fit with human needs and behavioral

patterns (e.g. the design of urban development plans,

houses or parks) [19];

� a quite substantial literature on the co-design of

products to foster user-friendliness and fit (e.g.

computer programs, household items, or tools) [20],

and, finally,

� an area in which policies and processes are co-designed to

ensure greater public acceptability and responsiveness

to actual needs (e.g. energy efficiency programs or

planning procedures) [21–23].

Given these widely varying contexts and interpretations,

and to some extent separately evolving bodies of work, an

even deeper look into the literature reveals a vast and

diverse set of activities put under the label of ‘co-design.’

To the extent such diversity of approaches is actually

reviewed and drawn upon as a sort of menu for more

creative forms of interaction between those involved in

the co-design process, such breadth can only be wel-

comed. Reality, however, is far from this ideal of reading

across disciplinary and sectoral boundaries, across actors
www.sciencedirect.com
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Overlapping bodies of literature on co-design. Source: The author.
and institutions with very different capacities, training

and skills.

To facilitate access and uptake of these wide-ranging

practices, a number of guidebooks [24–26], syntheses

[27,28,29��,30��,31–34] and foundational compendiums

[35–38] have appeared to assist individuals interested

in co-design and engagement across sectoral and disci-

plinary boundaries. They can assist in gathering ideas and

gaining relevant skills for co-design.

While grounded in experience, such guidebooks rarely

give insight into the actual, hands-on work of implement-

ing co-design, and what can be learned from it. The papers

in this SI aimed to fill this gap. They present 16 examples of

research teams actively co-designing research projects

together with a wide variety of societal partners [39–50].

As such, they offer a rare intimate look into, and reflection

on, the work of researchers as they do co-design. It gives a

glimpse of how it is actually initiated and carried out, what

its hopes and opportunities are, but also what challenges

emerge in the process and what anticipated as well as

surprising outputs and outcomes result from it. This paper

then aims to synthesize these empirical observations and

insights. In doing so, it does not aim to replicate available

knowledge on co-design from the handbooks and antholo-

gies mentioned above. Rather, it aims to capture the actual

co-design approaches and experiences as they unfolded,

integrate and contextualize what the 16 research teams

accomplished and learned, and as such create an empirical,
www.sciencedirect.com 
educated entry point for other researchers interested in co-

designing projects.

Situating co-design in transdisciplinary
research on transformations to sustainability
The case has been made, convincingly, why engagement

of scientists and users of scientific knowledge is superior

to research conducted in isolation from its practice con-

text, particularly in multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplin-

ary research that aims to be problem-oriented and

solutions-focused [9,51,52�,53–57]. Recognizing the va-

lidity and importance of non-scientific knowledge, the

joint or co-production of knowledge of researchers to-

gether with practitioners (broadly conceived) is seen as

essential [6�,30��,58–61].

In the context of research on social transformation, such

an approach seems particularly important. While scholars

differ in their specific definitions, transformation is a

change process that aims at fundamental change of a

system’s form, structure, function and purpose [62–64].

Drawing on a wide range of theories and fields, each of the

papers in this SI points to systems that require such

fundamental change because perpetuating current man-

agement trends would be fundamentally unsustainable in

an ecological, social and economic sense. But the specific

transformative changes needed — whether it is in the

context of securing food for all, sustaining small-scale

fisheries, building and housing people in cities, or man-

aging drylands from Tibet to sub-Saharan Africa — differ.

Thus, the papers in this SI are united by the fundamental

premise that transformation is needed, but each takes on

different questions to advance understanding — for ex-

ample, what is the specific transformation required or

desired?; what transformation pathways are available?;

what is the role of different actors in affecting transfor-

mational change?; what opportunities or levers of change

are most effective in advancing the transition to sustain-

ability?; what is the role of conflict in transformation?; how

do fundamental values change? and so on.

Co-designing solutions-oriented research projects on such

a diverse set of circumstances and questions about trans-

formation is not just about advancing scientific under-

standing or theory, but launches from the assumption that

scientific knowledge combined with others’ knowledge is

itself a powerful agent of change. It places science in the

midst of transformative changes underway, and thus often

requires grappling with different interpretations of the

core concept of ‘transformation,’ across disciplines,

spheres of actors, sectors, regions and cultures, as well

as with the very understanding of science and its role in

society itself.

For the purposes of this paper then, co-design is under-

stood not in the broad sense of generalized science-

practice engagement, transdisciplinarity or co-production
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2016, 20:106–115
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of knowledge, but in the narrower sense of that first phase
of the knowledge co-production process, in which researchers and
non-academic partners jointly develop a research project and
define research questions that meet their collective interests and
needs. This definition is broadly consistent with that

offered by [1�], and how co-design is understood in

Durham et al. [25] and the initial design of Future Earth

[65]. The literature differs, however, on how this phase is

bounded and thus what types of activities are included

[7�,66]. Some conceive of it as an instrumental element on

the way to producing relevant research during which

knowledge is integrated, values and preferences recon-

ciled, and ownership of a project developed [11,67]; for

others it is boundary work [68]; others essentially con-

ceive of co-design as an initial learning process [69,70];

and for yet others it is social capital building [71]. An

emerging literature is critically reviewing this early stage

of the co-production process [14,57,72��,73].

As a matter of operationalizing the concept in pragmatic

terms for the purposes of this paper, co-design refers to

the full range of activities used to jointly develop a

research proposal during a 6-month seed grant period for

which research teams received up to s30 000. During

this time, they developed major research grant proposals

on some topic related to social transformation to sus-

tainability.3 Below, I synthesize some cross-cutting

insights from this phase emerging from the papers in

this SI. In particular, the review points to the surprising

breadth and diversity of activities and approaches in-

volved in co-design and the different purposes they

serve as critical elements of building effective collabo-

rative research teams. It further focuses on the choices

made in developing co-design processes (such as the

selection of academic and non-academic partners),

which — in the case of research on social transforma-

tion — opens the door to an intense confrontation of

researchers with their own theories and perspectives on

the world. The discussion of challenges encountered in

and benefits from doing co-design highlights a theme

that runs across the entire SI: how doing co-design

changes the people involved and the research projects

envisioned, while inviting critical reflection of the role

of science in society.

Cross-cutting insights on co-design
Co-designing social-science led research on social trans-

formations involving partners from multiple countries in

each project is a diverse endeavor. It is as rich and varied

as the teams involved. Contrary to best-practice guides or

normative assumptions, the empirical evidence shows

that there is no uniform approach to co-designing research

projects in part because of differential capacities among

those facilitating the process as well as among those
3 For the detailed seed grant and full grant application criteria, see:

http://www.worldsocialscience.org/activities/transformations/.
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participating in it, in part because of the different topics,

actors and purposes involved.

Elements of co-design

It is helpful to ask what factors were considered in these

real-life situations in deciding on a particular approach to

co-design. Figure 2 lists these co-design parameters and

considerations.

The choices made across the 16 examples reporting in

this SI underline the great variety of approaches co-design

can involve. On the basis of the reflections offered in

these papers, it is safe to say that the more direct, frequent

and interactive the processes were, the more co-owner-

ship did the invited partners take of the process, and the

more empowered they became in the co-design of the

research proposal. Importantly, these outer parameters do

not yet fully tell the story of what actually happened in

the co-design process. Figure 3 summarizes the purpose-

driven engagement activities that the teams used over the

course of their co-design processes.

Again, a wide range of activities were used, reflecting the

creativity of the teams, the skill in facilitating different

activities, and the range of needs that had to be met

during co-design: from making initial connections and

building a trustful team, to exchanging knowledge and

learning from each other, to developing and evolving the

project together, to delivering on a number of outputs.

What is maybe surprising is the range of outputs and

outcomes achieved. Besides the immediate goal of the co-

design process, namely, to develop a research proposal

and a well-organized team to implement it, if funded, the

co-design itself involved active research [47,48,50,74],

produced peer-reviewed publications [46,75] along with

a number of non-academic outputs [43,50]. For the limit-

ed amount of seed funding available, these intense co-

design periods appear to be highly productive.

Partners in co-design

The above-mentioned handbooks on participatory re-

search, engaged science or ‘stakeholder involvement’

in research offer long lists of practically any type of

stakeholder imaginable to bring to the table for co-design.

A superficial summary of who all was involved in the

16 projects synthesized here would result in the same long

and diverse list, maybe made only more diverse by the

fact that the projects — by funder requirement — had to

involve participants from at least three countries from at

least two world regions, including low-income and mid-

dle-income countries.

What is maybe more interesting, however, is to consider

who was invited to the co-design table in projects focused

on some aspect of social transformations to sustainability,

and how that substantive focus affected the range of
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

Initiation 
• Project idea initiator 
• Project idea ownership 
• Project driver: (anticipated or  expressed) need,  opportunity

Partner selec tion criteria
• Topical expertise/relevance /stakes 
• Regional expertise/relevance/stakes  
• Comple mentarity  
• Partners  wit h well -align ed norms, op inions,  goals 
• Partners with opposi ng  norms, opinions , goal s

Partner selec tion process es 
• Reliance  on exi sti ng  net works 
• Extension b eyon d existin g networks  
• Identification and develo pment of  new partnerships 

Length and frequ ency of e ngageme nt 
• Frequency range: from once, to  several times,  to  regularl y, to  ongoing 
• Length range: from a few hours to  several days/meeti ng 
• Combination  of length s a nd frequen cy

Type of e ngageme nt 
• In-person vs. virtual  (phone, skype, email , writte n inpu t) 
• Direct exchange  vs. platform-supported 
• Fully facilitated  (b y professional  facilitator  fro m wit hin or  ou tside  the  core  tea m) vs. 

hardly facilitated/free flowing

Level of  engagement (ladder of  engagement) 
• Infor m • involve  • consult • e mpower  
• Range fr om on e-w ay i nput/deli very t o t wo-wa y or  multi-directional  dialogic  exchange
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Co-design parameters and considerations. Source: The author.
partners, and the resulting challenges and benefits of co-

design. In the instances described in this SI, partners

included:

� Agents of change with frequently radicalized perspec-

tives and agendas (e.g. social movement participants

and leaders [44,45]).

� Representatives of groups often marginalized and

underprivileged in contemporary society (e.g. indige-

nous, or poor, or not formally educated people [46]).

� Actors located in places that faced logistical challenges

of participation (e.g. people located in low-income,

remote places, places of conflict [74]).

� Actors whose cultural socialization and personal lives

resulted in priorities, values, and meanings from

activities, outputs and outcomes that were sometimes

quite different than those important to researchers (e.g.

knowledge as an instrumental means to other ends

versus knowledge as a value in itself; time as

unconstrained spaciousness for human connection

versus time as a limited commodity in which to deliver

products [75,76]).

� Decision-makers from contexts that were very differ-

ent from those of the scientists organizing the co-design

process (e.g. urban planners from low-income versus

high-income countries [40,77]).
www.sciencedirect.com 
While many social scientists have deep expertise (from

training and experience) in researching communities that

are very different from the researchers themselves, in a co-

design process the ambition is to develop projects co-

equally. The authors were frank about the ambiguities,

difficulties, and transformative opportunities these encoun-

ters involved. And even a 6-month collaboration period was

often not long enough to establish solid, trustful working

relationships to bridge the vast differences in orientation,

background, goals and skills. This is why many teams chose

to rely on existing partnerships, and those who launched

new partnerships faced a steep learning curve [42].

Challenges in co-design

Given the inevitable stretch asked of participants in a co-

design process that is supposed to be multi-disciplinary,

inter-disciplinary and transdisciplinary, involve partners

from multiple linguistic and cultural backgrounds, and

from low-income, middle-income and high-income coun-

tries, the challenges in co-design are maybe brought to

the surface more starkly than in projects with more

homogenous participation.

Not surprisingly, one of the most frequently mentioned

challenges are those related to communication and, as

many put it, the time-consuming process of ‘finding a
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2016, 20:106–115
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Figure 3

Note: Activities used during co-design can have multiple purposes and involve one or more elements 
from the list below. Choices depend on project goals, skills of facilitators and partners and judgment 
around cultural appropriateness. The resulting activities will differ in exact design and implementation. 

Purpose: Team- and trust-building  
Social capital building elements such as: 

• Making and sharing food 
• Storytelling  
• Sharing responsibility for different parts of the co-design process
• Reciprocity ring 
• Expressive arts activities such as role playing, drawing, writing, comedy 
• Fun

Purpose: Opening up, making connections and knowledge exchange 
Communication elements such as:  

• Storytelling 
• Dialogue
• Presentations 
• Providing background information 
• Online exchange 
• Talking in pairs or small groups 
• Various forms of discussion, panels, forums 
• Read-shops

Purpose: Issue exploration 
• Elicitation elements (e.g., brainstorming, World Café, appreciative inquiry, visioning, 

stakeholder mapping, value mapping, systems mapping, U-process, time-lining) 
• Experiential learning elements (e.g., field trips, site visits) 
• Research elements (e.g., wide suite of methods, incl. surveys, interviews, case studies, 

participatory mapping, document analysis, mapping, observation) 

Purpose: Joint learning  
• Integration elements (e.g., system mapping, write-shop, synthesis, graphic representations, 

compare/contrast) 
• Reflective elements (e.g., time-lining, post-meeting survey, journaling) 

Purpose: Project-related decision-making 
• Structural elements (e.g., identifying and agreeing on appropriate roles of team members) 
• Procedural elements (e.g., discussion and agreement on communication, project management 

needs, decision processes, conflict resolution) 
• Administrative elements (e.g., identifying administrative needs, hurdles, solutions, 

accountability procedures) 

Purpose: Delivering outputs from co-design phase  
• (Joint) product development elements (e.g., proposal, report, videos, publications) 
• Collaborative write-shops 
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Purpose-driven engagement activities in the context of co-design. Source: The author.
common language’ [45,48,50]. The contributions to this

SI make clear, however, that the challenges go beyond

becoming familiar with each other’s disciplinary or prac-

tice-specific jargon. In a number of instances, this issue

was aggravated by English being the dominant language,

but not an easy one for all participants to converse in [74].

Lack of familiarity with cultural differences, and the

particular challenge of coming to a common understand-

ing across value differences were singled out repeatedly

[76]. To the extent such dialogues became more contro-

versial, there is the added challenge of facilitating and

managing such exchanges, when the ultimate goal is to

build an effectively collaborating team [75,77]. Finally,

among the specific communication challenges mentioned

was the extended communication beyond those who were

involved directly in the co-design process [39,47,48]. All
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2016, 20:106–115 
participants are connected to wider networks who did

not have the co-design experience of working toward

common goals directly [47]. While difficult, the fact that

this was even mentioned points to the ripple effect that

co-design processes can have in real-world processes.

Related to communication were challenges regarding pre-

co-design and post-co-design engagement. Some teams

mentioned how much more preparation would have been

needed to make the co-design even more effective.

Others emphasized that co-design is not an end point,

but requires maintenance of and ongoing communication

with network partners during the wait for funding deci-

sions [39,48,49]. Maintaining partner connections neces-

sarily rests on the assumption that funding will come

through, at the same time that project leads must manage
www.sciencedirect.com
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partners’ assumptions that the project will only go forward

if the funding materializes — a difficult tension indeed

[41]. A further challenge that could be turned into an

opportunity in this regard was that for some the full

benefits of co-design were fully understood only post-

engagement [77]. Thus, the waiting period could be

effectively used for post-co-design reflection to surface

further insights, many of which will be useful even if

funding does not manifest from the initial proposal.

Many teams singled out the challenge of working across

differences in background, training, experiences, needs,

ideologies and interests. The issue here went beyond

finding a common language, to finding agreement on a

consensual framework for the research, on methods, stan-

dards of work and priorities, being confronted with differ-

ent ontologies and epistemologies [41,44–46,48,50]. In

some instances, groups had to work through the skepticism

among partners of working with each other, for example

NGO or movement leaders or small-scale fishermen work-

ing with big business [40]. And in several instances, teams

mentioned the importance of confronting power dynamics

consciously [45,46,50]. Dismantling initially unspoken hi-

erarchies, including knowledge hierarchies (whose knowl-

edge counts (or counts more)?), is maybe some of the most

difficult — and transformational — work reported in this

SI, given that professional positions, organizational expec-

tations, responsibilities for funding and delivery of a project

are deeply engrained legacies and matters of identity. Such

power dynamics emerged among academics from different

disciplines and among academics and non-academics.

Some also mentioned the specific challenge of letting go

of intellectual legacies or ownership of an idea for the

benefit of effective collaboration [77]. Crucial lessons can

be learned from overcoming these challenges consciously

for the topic of transformation.

The research teams further mentioned challenges around

building, deepening and maintaining engagement [39,42].

Trust building cannot be rushed but proved essential,

particularly across the various differences mentioned

above. The time-consuming nature of co-design is well

established [30��] but the authors in this SI added the time

commitment for ongoing consultation, the particular chal-

lenge of building new relationships, and dealing with the

fact that co-design creates the expectation of not only loose

affiliations, but partnering around substantive work and

contents [49]. This implies that co-design processes had to

be built for inclusivity and creativity, not just for efficiency

and effectiveness in the sense of producing a joint proposal.

Another set of concerns surfaced around political sensi-

tivities and practical instabilities in the projects. Discom-

forts on both sides — among researchers and societal

partners — arose around the involvement of academics

in hot politics [50], the potential of participation endan-

gering partners [45], as well as around the engagement of
www.sciencedirect.com 
certain partners (see discussion of partners above) [75],

which made communication of transformation strategies

highly sensitive. At the same time, the legitimacy of the

project required just that kind of dialogue. In other

instances, the co-design required travel to or from politi-

cally or militarily unstable countries or regions [74].

In summary, the challenges of co-design point to the

ongoing need to balance trade-offs and reconcile tensions:

between scientific rigor and an open, bottom-up design;

codified data and the non-reductive work with parallel

narratives; an emphasis on the advancement of science

(and theory) for its own sake and the instrumental char-

acter of research with practical benefits in specific ground-

ed realities; the immediate needs and wishes of actors and

the long-term focus on a more transformative agenda;

work at multiple scales with diverse geographies and site-

specificity; and, finally, between funder requirements

involving multiple innovations creating challenges

around feasibility and cost (the opportunity, monetary

and environmental costs of global collaboration) and the

familiarity and ease of collaboration following more fa-

miliar standard procedures.

Benefits of co-design

Given these very real and practical challenges of co-

design, why should researchers take on such added bur-

den? Figure 4 summarizes the benefits the teams reaped

from deliberately, consciously, and reflectively undertak-

ing the hard work of engaging academic and societal

partners in the development of joint projects.

Maybe the most salient feature of this summary is that it

highlights benefits that go far beyond the typically fore-

grounded advantages of transdisciplinary work, such as

greater relevance, enhanced legitimacy, buy-in and so on

[51,78–82]. Simply put, co-design changes projects and

the breadth, depth and quality of research; it changes

researchers, societal partners and the relationships be-

tween them; and it is not just ‘preliminary’ or preparatory

work, but highly productive work, resulting in outputs

and outcomes that benefit various audiences and actors.

Summary
Co-design already produces knowledge about

transformation

Nearly each paper in this SI reports on substantive

knowledge gained in the co-design phase about social

transformation. Teams clarified the range and roles of

actors critical to a transformative process; they mapped

and refined existing understandings of the systems in

need of transformation; they began charting pathways of

transformation, identified conflicts likely to emerge in the

transformation process, and learned to see conflict as a site

of transformation [40]. They also allowed engaged part-

ners to articulate, and in some instances negotiate and

agree upon, transformative ‘outcomes’ that could serve as
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2016, 20:106–115
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Figure 4

Enhanced topical understanding, knowledge advances 
• On topic (clarified project vision, research priorities, new research sites and opportunities) 
• On transformation (inner/outer dimensions, pathways, actors/change agents, role of conflict)
• On co-design (as transformative process itself, role of academia, production of demand-driven 

knowledge, confrontation with difference)
Research collaboration 

• More creative, more exciting research proposal with improved conceptual/theoretical approach 
• Cross-fertilization of ideas 
• Improved (articulation of) ethics of research 
• Equity in research team 
• Established a research project implementation strategy more solid than before 
• Accountability mechanisms 

Communication 
• Common language
• Better understanding of different languages
• Increased empathy for others 

Interpersonal relations 
• Got to know each other (better)
• Improved personal chemistry
• (Greater) Trust
• Enhanced networking, new relationships 

Grounding in local realities 
• Accuracy improved 
• Relevancy increased 
• Ethics clarified and improved 

Increased reflectivity of researcher 
• Confronted with other ways of conceptualizing or looking at the world, a particular topic 
• Power dynamics foregrounded 
• Improved understanding across different epistemologies 
• Clarified differences in cultural norms and values 
• “Slower”, more inclusive and just scholarship 
• Increased skills for collaborative work (facilitation, conflict negotiation, engagement design) 

Increased motivation 
• More energized to the work
• Encouraged to move forward
• Stimulated by challenges, novelty, discoveries, relevance 

Production of outputs from co-design for various audiences 
• Peer-reviewed papers 
• Non-academic outputs
• Reports
• Joint proposal 

Practical outcomes 
• Social learning transformed participating actors 
• Better system understanding opened up new pathways, intervention possibilities 
• Networking aided coalition-building 
• Greater access to policy spaces 
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Benefits of engaging in co-design. Source: The author.
critical beacons throughout the transformation process

[48,49].

This repeated finding from a number of papers in this SI

is encouraging and somewhat surprising, given common

connotations with co-design as ‘merely’ the preparatory
work prior to knowledge production. Instead, co-design

emerges as a critical time of knowledge generation in its

own right.

Co-design serves as an instrument of transformation

Maybe as or even more importantly, co-design itself is an

agent of transformative change [49]. As multiple papers
Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability 2016, 20:106–115 
acknowledged, through the co-design process, pre-exist-

ing knowledge systems were not just amended, but

challenged, integrated and thus altered to generate sur-

prising new insights and perspectives [40,45,46]. The

ethics of, and equity in, research, particularly transforma-

tive research, became a central concern [42,43,45]. The

highly engaged, iterative process, involving multiple

rounds of reflection, enabled triple-loop learning at least

among some of the academics (leads) involved, but pos-

sibly also among some of their partners [44]. Moreover,

the respectful and meaningful involvement required, and

in some instances resulted in, capacity building among

the engaged partners, thus leaving a lasting impact [74].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Finally, because of the intense interactions and trusted

relationships that emerged during co-design, dialogues

surfaced — intentionally or serendipitously — a number

of transformative opportunities and spaces that research-

ers were previously not aware of [75,76].

Conclusions
The reflection encouraged in each project through a

contribution to this SI is maybe one of the most important

aspects of effective co-design. It extended from the first

draft through the engagement of each team with

reviewers’ comments and the editor, in each case making

the papers even more valuable to the teams themselves.

This learning orientation is maybe the hallmark of effec-

tive transdisciplinary work, but certainly of work that aims

to contribute to social transformations. Ideally, such in-

tense reflection and learning would occur between an

initial seed grant period and the time of developing a full

research proposal, allowing the learning to become a

substantive element of subsequent research.

Clearly, not all transdisciplinary projects have the luxury

of a six-month development phase, nor the luxury of seed

funds to support such meaningful in-depth engagement.

The experiences in co-design synthesized here, however,

offer significant insights for and encouragement to other

researchers, and might be invaluable to research program

designers and funders. Given how much flows from the

initial design of a project, the importance of effective co-

design cannot be overstated. And as the papers in this SI

make clear, there is an art and emerging scholarship in co-

design that could itself be transformative — for the

knowledge production process and for the value of sci-

ence to society.
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